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1. INTRODUCTION
  ..The purpose of this paper is to complete the analysis of S , L 2 -3 3
amalgams in the non-commuting case. First, we recall, for groups X and1
 .X , the definition of an X , X -amalgam.2 1 2
 .1.1 DEFINITION. Let G be a group containing proper finite subgroups
 .P and P and let p be a prime. Then G is an X , X -amalgam of1 2 1 2
characteristic p if the following hold:
 .  :i G s P , P ;1 2
 .ii P l P contains no non-trivial normal subgroup of G;1 2
 .  .iii Syl P l P : Syl P l Syl P ;p 1 2 p 1 p 2
 .   ..  .iv C O P F O P for i s 1, 2; andP p i p ii
 .  .v P rO P ( X for i s 1, 2.i p i i
  ..The S , L 2 -amalgams dealt with here are of characteristic 2; so3 3
P l P g Syl P l Syl P . In the notation of Definition 1.1, we shall1 2 2 1 2 2
 .  .  .suppose that P rO P ( S and P rO P ( L 2 .1 2 1 3 2 2 2 3
Since our objective is to pin down the structure of P and P , there is1 2
no loss in assuming G is the free amalgamated product of P and P over1 2
P l P . This we shall do from now on, and we shall also identify P , P1 2 1 2
and P l P with their images in G. We denote by G the coset graph1 2
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 .  < 4  .whose vertices are V G s P g i s 1, 2, g g G and whose undirectedi
 .  4 < 4edges are E G s P x, P y x, y g G, P x l P y / B . We make G act1 2 1 2
 .  .upon V G by right multiplication. Then, because of Definition 1.1 ii , G
acts faithfully on G as a group of graph automorphisms. Moreover, for
 .  .  .d g V G , G is G-conjugate to one of P and P and, for d , l g E G ,d 1 2
G is G-conjugate to P l P .dl 1 2
 .  .    .. <  .:For d g V G , we put Q s O G and Z s V Z G l g D d ,d 2 d d 1 dl
 .   . < 4  .4  .where D d s l g V G d , l g E G . Letting d , denote the stan-
dard metric on G, we define the critical distance, b, by
<b s min d t , r Z g Q . . 4t r
 .t , rgV G
 X.  .  .  X.XA pair a , a g V G = V G such that Z g Q and d a , a s b isa a
called a critical pair and we denote the set of all critical pairs by C.
In this paper, we shall prove the following result.
 .   ..1.2 THEOREM. Let G be an S , L 2 -amalgam and suppose there3 3
 X . w x   ..Xexists a , a g C with Z , Z / 1. Then V Z P l P is not normala a 1 1 2
in P .2
w xCombining Theorem 1.2 with work of Povse Po we obtain a classifica-
  ..tion of S , L 2 -amalgams in the non-commuting case.3 3
 .   ..1.3 THEOREM. Let G be an S , L 2 -amalgam and suppose there3 3
 X. w xXexists a , a g C with Z , Z / 1. Then the non-central chief factora a
 .structure of P , P is described by one of the 14 pairs gi¨ en in Table I.1 2
TABLE I
 .  .Example b O P O P G2 1 2 2
2q2q1 3  .1 1 2 2 L 2 or M4 22
1q2q2q1 1q3  .  .2 1 2 2 L 4 .Z or Aut M4 2 22
2q1q2 3  .3 2 2 2 G 92
1q2q1q2 1q3  .4 2 2 2 G 9 .Z2 2
1q2q1q2q1 1q3q1  .5 2 2 2 G 9 .Z2 4
1q2q2 3  .6 2 2 2 G 32
1q1q2q1 3  .7 2 2 2 G 32
1q2q2q1 3q1  .8 2 2 2 G 3 .Z or McL2 2
1q1q1q2q2q1q1 3q3q19 2 2 2 .3
U1q1q1q2q2q1q1 3q3q110 2 2 2 .3
U1q1q1q2q1q1q1q1 3q3q111 2 2 2 .3
1q 2q2q2q1 1q3q1q112 2 2 2 }
1q 1q1q2q1q2q1q2q1 3 q3 q3 q11 2 2  .13 4 2 2 D 2 .S4 3
1q2q1q1q2q1q2q1q2q1 1q3 q1q3 q3 q11 2 214 4 2 2 }
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In the table, the third and fourth columns describe a chief series for Pi
where 2 a1qa 2q? ? ?qan means there exists a chief series of P , 1 s Q 1 Q 1i 0 1
 . < < aiQ 1 ??? 1 Q s O P with Q rQ s 2 . In the fourth column, we2 n 2 i i iy1
 .  .use 3, 3 and 3 to indicate the isomorphism type of the GF 2 L 2 -mod-1 2 3
ule; see Section 2 for the definition of 3, 3 , and 3 . The last column gives1 2
 :a sample finite completion of the amalgam P , P , though no interesting1 2
completions are known for examples 12 and 14. For the .3U amalgams, see
w xChermak Ch2 .
In Section 2 we set up our notation and define the groups V , U , Wb a b
  .   ...where a g O S , b g O L 2 . We also give some results concerning3 3
the coset graph G and a few module results that we need for the proof of
Theorem 1.2. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2,
  .which is an argument by contradiction. In what follows a g O S with3
 . .b ,a y 1 g D a and b / a y 1. Our first steps are concerned with
elucidating the exact structure of Z and V in a counterexample G. Fora b
Z , this is quickly done, while the analysis of V , given in Lemma 3.7, takesa b
a little longer. Also, in Lemma 3.4, we show that b / 2 from which we
readily deduce that b G 6. Next our attention moves to U , and in Lemmaa
3.9 we prove that U possesses two non-central G -chief factors. Onea a
consequence of Lemma 3.9, stated as Lemma 3.10, is that V l V sb ay1
core V has order 23; this fact is used frequently. The final result ofG ba w xSection 3, which employs a result of Bohmer Bo , concerns the number ofÈ È
non-central G -chief factors within W . After establishing that b G 8 inb b
Lemma 4.2, we then examine the various possibilities for W Q rQ for at b b
.certain vertex t of G , and as a result we are then able to deduce a
 .contradiction to an earlier result, Lemma 3.6 ii , at which point Theorem
1.2 is proven and hence so is Theorem 1.3.
2. NOTATION AND MODULE RESULTS
  ..For the remainder of this paper, G is an S , L 2 -amalgam and we3 3
assume that G is the free amalgamated product of P and P over1 2
P l P . Further, G will denote the coset graph defined in Section 1. Thus,1 2
 .  .  .  .for a g V G G rQ ( S or L 2 and for a , b g E G , G g Syl Ga a 3 3 a b 2 a
l Syl G . Set2 b
<O S s a g V G G rQ ( S and 4 .  .3 a a 3
<O L 2 s a g V G G rQ ( L 2 . 4 .  .  . .3 a a 3
 .   ..  .Then O S and O L 2 are the G-orbits of V G . Also, we recall that G3 3
is a tree. For proofs of these assertions and other background material we
w x .refer the reader to DS, Se .
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 4  .For i g N j 0 and d g V G we define the following subgroups of G:
w i x  < w i x :G s Z l g D d .d l
where
w i x <D d s l g V G d d , l F i . 4 .  .  .
In this paper, we shall be examining these subgroups, particularly for small
i, and therefore we use the following abbreviations:
V s Gw1xd d
U s Gw2xd d
W s Gw3x .d d
 .  .2.1 Let l, d g V G .
 .  .  .  .i Suppose that l, d g E G and X F G . If N X is transiti¨ eld Gl
 .  .  .on D l and N X is transiti¨ e on D d , then X s 1.Gd
 .  . w x  .ii If d l, d - b, then Z F Q and Z , Z s 1. Also, d l, d F bl d l d
implies that Z F G ; in particular, for k F b, Gw k x 1 G .l d d d
 . w k x w w k x x w ky2xiii For 2 F k - b, G r G , Q G contains at least one non-d d d d
central G -chief factor.d
w xProof. See Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 of LPR .
 .  .  .2.2 i G is transiti¨ e on paths d , d , d of length 2 where d g1 2 3 1
  ..O L 2 .3
 .  .   ..  .ii Parabolic argument Let d g O L 2 , l g D d and X be a3
 : w x2-subgroup of G . If X, G / G , then X : X l G F 2.d dl d dl
 .  .Proof. Part i follows from G being transitive on E G and G beingd d1 2
 .  4  . w xtransitive on D d R d ; for part ii see Lemma 3.10; LPR .2 1
 .For X an H-operator group, h H, X is the number of non-central
H-chief factors in X. Now suppose that X s X G X G ??? G X s 1n ny1 0
is a chain of H-invariant subgroups of X and that X 1 X for i siy1 i
1, . . . , n.
 .2.3 For i s 1, . . . , n, put X s X rX . Theni i iy1
n
X : C H F X : C H . .  . i X Xi
is1
In examining chief series and chief factors of certain subgroups of
  ..  .G d g V G , 2.3 is used frequently.d
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 X.When we use the notation a , a g C we label the vertices on the
unique path joining a and a X as follows:
vvvvvvv
XX ata a y 2a q 3a q 2b
Also, if not indicated otherwise, a y 1 and a X q 1 stand for an arbitrary
 .  4  X.  4vertex respectively in D a R b and D a R t .
 n. nWe use E 2 to denote the elementary abelian group of order 2 and
wany other notation employed is standard as found, for example, in Gor,
xSu .
In the remainder of this section, we review the module results needed in
the proof of Theorem 1.2.
 .2.4 Up to isomorphism S has exactly two irreducible modules o¨er3
 .GF 2 , say V and V where dim V s i. Further, V is a projecti¨ e module.1 2 i 2
 .  .2.5 Up to isomorphism L 2 has exactly four irreducible modules o¨er3
 .GF 2 , say V , V , V , and V where dim V s 1, dim V s 3 s dim V , and1 2 3 4 1 2 3
dim V s 8.4
 .  .2.6 Suppose that H ( L 2 , T g Syl H and V is a 3-dimensional3 2
 .irreducible GF 2 H-module. Let F and F be the two fours subgroups of T1 2
and t be an in¨olution of T.
 .  .  2 . w x  2 . w x  .  .i C t ( E 2 , V, T ( E 2 and V, T , T s C T ( E 2 .V V
 .  . w xii With a possible interchanging of F and F , C F s V, F s1 2 V 1 1
w x  . w x w xV, T and C F s V, F s V, T , T .V 2 2
 .   .. w x.iii T s N C T l N V, T .H V H
Proof. This is a straightforward calculation.
 .  .2.7 Suppose that H ( L 2 , t is an in¨olution in H and V is an3
 . w  .x 48-dimensional irreducible GF 2 H-module. Then V : C t s 2 .V
Proof. Since V may be identified with the set of 3 = 3 trace zero
matrices with H acting by conjugation, this is also a routine calculation.
We shall often refer to irreducible modules by their dimension; so the
 .modules in 2.5 would be 1, 3 , 3 , 8, and when we do not distinguish1 2
 .  .between 3 and 3 we just use 3. For V a GF 2 L 2 -module, we say V is1 2 3
1 .  .a natural L 2 -module if V ( 3. By U s , we mean that U is a3 3
 .  .4-dimensional GF 2 L 2 -module which contains a 3-dimensional natural3
 .L 2 -submodule.3
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 .  .  .2.8 Let H ( L 2 , T g Syl H and U be a GF 2 H-module with U (3 2
1 ..3
 .   .H :i If U is indecomposable, then U / C T .U
 . w  .xii If U : C t s 2 for some in¨olution t of H, then U ( 3 [ 1.U
 . w xProof. Suppose U is an indecomposable L 2 -module. By p. 216; Be ,3
U is unique up to isomorphism and so may be viewed as a 4-dimensional
 .  .irreducible GF 2 A -module restricted to an approriate L 2 subgroup of7 3
 . <  . < w  .xA . Then by calculation we see that C T s 2 and that V : C t / 27 U V
 .  .for t an involution of H, so giving parts i and ii .
3. THE STRUCTURE OF V , U , AND Wb a b
We now begin the proof of Theorem 1.2, further supposing that G is a
counterexample and arguing for a contradiction. Thus the following hy-
pothesis holds for G.
 .  X.3.1 HYPOTHESIS. There exists a , a g C such that
 . w xXi Z , Z / 1; anda a
 . X  .  .ii a , a g O S with Z F Z G .3 b b
 .  X.From Hypothesis 3.1 ii , we note that b is even. Also, for a , a g C it
 X . Xfollows that a , a g C and thus, as Z F Q , Q g Q .a b b a
 .  .  .  .X X3.2 LEMMA. i C Z s Q and C Z s Q .XG a a G a aa a
 .  .  .Xii Z respecti¨ ely Z is a 2-dimensional irreducible GF 2 G ra a a
.   . . .   ..X XQ -module respecti¨ ely GF 2 G rQ -module and Z s V Z Q . Ina a a a 1 a
 .  .particular, if d g O S , then Z s Z = Z for l, m g D d with l / m.3 d l m
 .  . w x w x w xX X Xiii E 2 ( Z s Z , G s Z , Z s Z , G s Z .b a a b a a a ta t
 .iv G s Q Q .ab a b
 .  . 2 .  .Proof. i If C Z ) Q , then O G F C Z which then yieldsG a a a G aa a
  ..  .XZ s V Z G F Z F Q , a contradiction. Thus C Z s Q and,a 1 a b b a G a aa
 .X Xlikewise, C Z s Q .XG a aa X  . < < < <  .X X XSince a , a g O S , Z Q rQ s 2 s Z Q rQ . So, by part i ,3 a a a a a a
< < < <X X X XZ : C Z s Z Q rQ s 2 s Z Q rQ .Xa Z a a a a a a aa
Xs Z : C Z . .a Z aa
 . .  .  .  .  .By 2.1 i , C G s 1 and hence 2.4 yields ii together with E 2 (Z aaw x  .   ..Z , G s C G s V Z G s Z . Alsoa a b Z a b 1 a b ba
X Xw x w xZ s Z , G s Z , Q Z s Z , Zb a a b a a a a a
w X X x w X X xs Z , Q Z s Z , G s Z ,a a a a ta t
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 .  .  . w xso proving ii and iii . Part iv follows from Q g Q and G : Q s 2,b a a b a
so completing the proof of the lemma.
 . w x3.3 LEMMA. V , Q s Z . So, in particular , V rZ is ab b b b b
 . .GF 2 G rQ -module.b b
 .Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.2 iii .
 .3.4 LEMMA. b / 2.
 .Proof. Assume that b s 2, and fix l g D a , l / b. Set R s V l V .a l b
From b s 2 and Lemma 3.3,
 . w x  .3.4.1 V , V s Z ( E 2 .b b b
 .  .3.4.2 i R s core V ;a G ba
 .  .  .ii h G , R s h G , Z s 1;a a a a
 .iii R is elementary abelian;a
 .iv R s V l Q ; anda b l
 . w x 3v V : R F 2 .b a
w x wUsing Lemma 3.3 gives Q , V l V F Z F Z F V l V and Q , Vb l b b a l b l l
x  :l V F Z F Z F V l V , and thus V l V 1 Q , Q , Q s G . Thisb l a l b l b a l b a
 .  .proves part i . Since Q g Q , we also have h G , R rZ s 0, so givingb a a a a
 .ii .
 . w x   ..By ii and a result of Burnside's Theorem 5.1.4; Gor h G , F R s 0a a
 .  .  .and then Lemma 3.2 ii implies that F R s 1. For part iv , we clearlya
w xhave R s V l V F V l Q . Now Lemma 3.3 gives V l Q , V Fa l b b l b l l
w x  :Q , V s Z F V l Q and thus G s Q , V , Q normalizes V l Q .l l l b l a a l b b l
 .  .  . Therefore V l Q F R by i and so part iv holds. From 3.4.1 V lb l a b
. w x 3  . w xQ Q rQ is abelian and hence V : V l Q F 2 . So, by iv , V : Ra l l b b l b a
F 23.
Now we define a function
f : V rZ V = V rZ V ª Z ( GF 2 . . .  .b b b b b
w xby f : x Z V , x Z V ¬ x , x . .  .1 b 2 b 1 2
 .Observe that f is a non-degenerate symplectic form on V rZ V which isb b
 .preserved by G rQ . Furthermore, it follows that V rZ V is a self-dualb b b b
 .  w x.GF 2 G rQ -module and that see the argument in Satz 13.7; Hu theb b
< <index of an abelian subgroup of V is bounded below by V rZ V . .’b b b
 . .  .Combining this with 3.4.2 iii , v yields
3 < <2 G V : R G V rZ V , .’b a b b
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<  . < 6  .  .whence V rZ V F 2 . Since a non-trivial self-dual GF 2 L 2 moduleb b 3
has dimension at least 6, we see that
 . <  . < 6 w x 33.4.3 V rZ V s 2 with V : R s 2 .b b b a
Moreover, we have
 .   ..3.4.4 h G , V rZ V s 2 with both non-central G -chief factorsb b b b
 .within V rZ V being non-isomorphic natural modules.b b
 .  .3.4.5 Suppose that X 1 G with Z V F X - V . Then X lb b b b b b
R s Z .a b
 . .  . w x wFrom 3.4.2 ii , X l R Z 1 G and hence X l R , Q s X lb a a a b a a b
. x  . w xR Z , Q 1 G . Since Z g X , Lemma 3.2 ii forces X l R , Q sa a a a a b b a a
 .1. Then, using Lemma 3.2 ii again
X l R F V Z Q l X s Z l X s Z , . .b a 1 a b a b b
 .so yielding 3.4.5 .
 .  .  .By 3.4.4 , we may select N 1 G with Z V F N - V and N rZ Vb b b b b b b
 .  .  .( 3. Put V s V rZ V . Then, by 3.4.5 , N l R s 1 and, by 3.4.3 ,b b b b a
V s N R . Hence R is a G -invariant complement to N in V and sob b a a a b b b
w xby Gaschutz's splitting theorem Theorem 8.6; Su there exists M 1 GÈ b b
 .with Z V F M F V , N l M s 1 and V s N M .bb b b b b b b
 .   . .Now, using 3.4.5 and 3.4.5 for l ,
M l Q , N l Q F M l R l N l R s Z l Z s 1l a b a l a b a l b
and, likewise,
N l Q , N l Q s 1.l a b a
w  .x w  .xConsequently N : C N l Q F 2 G M : C N l Q . SinceNl b a l M b al l
 .  .  . <N rZ V and M rZ V are non-isomorphic natural L 2 -modules, Nl l l l 3 b
. <  . .  .l Q Q rQ F 2. But then, using 3.4.2 iv and 3.4.5 ,a l l
3< < < < < <N s N Q rQ N l Q Q rQ N l Q l Q F 2.2.2 s 2 , .b b a a b a l l b a l
< < 4which is impossible since N G 2 . From this, we conclude that b / 2.b
 .3.5 LEMMA. b G 6.
 .  .Proof. If b s 4, then Lemma 3.2 ii , iii imply that Z s Z Z s Z ,aq2 b t b
 2 .contrary to Z ( E 2 . Therefore, as b is even and b / 2 by Lemmaaq2
3.4, we have b G 6.
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 .  .3.6 LEMMA. i W F G and W F G .t b b t
 .  . X Xii 2 F h G , U F 4, U g G and U g G .a a a ta a ba
 . . w xProof. By 2.1 ii and the definition of W , W F G and W , Zt t aq2 t aq3
 .  .  . w x w xs 1. Using Lemma 3.2 ii , iii , v , we see that W , Z s W , Z Zt aq2 t b aq3
w x  .s W , Z Z s 1. Hence W F C Z s Q F G ; similarly wet t aq3 t G aq2 aq2 baq2
obtain W F G .b t
 . w  .xXBy part i , U F G . Thus, since U is elementary abelian, U : C Za t a a U aa3  .  . .XF 2 . Because Z g Q this forces h G , U F 3. Now 2.1 iii givesa a a a
 . X X2 F h G , U from which we infer that U g G as well as U g G .a a a ta a ba
 .3.7 LEMMA. V rZ ( 3.b b
Proof. Let Y be such that Z F Y § V with Y 1 G . Since V sb b b b b b b
 Gb:  4 w xZ , clearly we have Z g Y . For k g N j 0 we put Y s Y , Q ; ka a b k b a
 Ga: w x  4and X s Y . Observe that X , Q s X . Let n g N j 0 bek k k a kq1
maximal subject to Y g Z .n b
 .  .3.7.1 If h G , Y / 0, thenb b
 .i n G 2;
 .  .  4 ii h G , X rZ / 0 and, for each i g 0, . . . , n y 1 , h G ,a n a a
.X rX / 0; andi iq1
 .  .iii h G , U G n q 2 G 4.a a
 .  .  . .Part i follows from Lemmas 3.2 iv , 3.3 and 2.6 i .
By the definition of n, Y / 1 and hence, as Y 1 G and Z snn a b b
  ..  Ga:V Z G , we deduce that Z F Y . Thus Z s Z F X . Suppose1 a b b n a b n
 2 .Z s X . Then Z F Y F X s Z . Since Y g Z and Z ( E 2 , thisa n b n n a n b a
yields Z s Y F Y whereas Z g Y . Therefore we must have Z § X .a n b a b a n
The maximality of n gives Y F Z and so X F Z . Since X 1nq1 b nq1 a nq1
G , either X s 1 or X s Z holds. The former possibility yieldsa nq1 nq1 a
  ..   ..X F V Z Q which contradicts Z § X since V Z Q s Z byn 1 a a n 1 a a
 .Lemma 3.2 ii . Hence X s Z .nq1 a
 . w 2 . xNow we assume that h G , X rZ s 0. So O G , X F Z . Sincea n a a n a
Y 1 G this implies that X s Y Z . Consequently,n a b n n a
w x w xX s X , Q s Y , Q s Y F Z ,nq1 n a n a nq1 b
 .which is against X s Z . Thus we conclude that h G , X rZ / 0.nq1 a a n a
 .  4Now we suppose that h G , X rX s 0 for some i g 0, . . . , n y 1 .a i iq1
Just as above this leads to X s Y X and hencei i iq1
w x w x w xX s X , Q s Y , Q X , Qiq1 i a i a iq1 a
s Y X .iq1 iq2
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Then X s Y X and repeating this sufficiently often we obtain X si i iq2 i
w x w xY X s Y Z . So X s X , Q s Y , Q s Y . But theni nq1 i a iq1 i a i a iq1
Z F X F X s Y F Y ,a n iq1 iq1 b
against Z g Y . From this contradiction we infer that, for all i g 0, . . . , na b
.  .  .  .y 1 , h G , X rX / 0. This completes the proof of 3.7.1 since iii isa i iq1
 .  .a consequence of parts i and ii .
 .  .Combining Lemma 3.6 ii and 3.7.1 gives
 .  .  .3.7.2 i h G , V s 1; andb b
 . w 2 .xii V , O G s V .b b b
 . XX XFrom Lemma 3.6 ii , U g Q and so V g Q for some a q 1 ga b a q1 b
 X.  4 w xX X X XD a R t . Now V l Q l Q , V F Z l V by Lemmas 3.3b a a q1 a q1 a q1 b
 . wX X X Xand 3.6 i . Since Z s Z Z , Z g V and hence V l Q la t a q1 a q1 b b a
x w  .x 3  .X X XQ , V s 1. Thus V : C V F 2 . Consulting 2.7 , we see thata q1 a q1 b V a q1b
 .a non-central G -chief factor within V must be a natural L 2 -module.b b 3
 . w x  . .  .Hence, as Z rZ F C G , p. 216; Be , 2.8 i , and 3.7.2 yield thatV r Za b a bb b
V rZ ( 3. So Lemma 3.7 holds.b b
We now rivet our attention on the groups U and W . Our aim is toa b
 .  .determine h G , U and h G , W , and our next result is of use in thesea a b b
endeavours.
 . w x  w4x . w3.8 LEMMA. If W , V F U and h G , G rU s 1, then W : Wb t a a a a b b
xl W F 2.ay1
 .Proof. Since the 2-dimensional irreducible GF 2 S -module is projec-3
 . . w4xtive, 2.1 iii implies that there exists E 1 G such that G G E Ga a
w w4x x w w4x x 2  w4x . w4xG , Q U , G : E s 2 and h G , G rE s 1. We claim that G /a a a a a a a
w4x w xEW . For suppose G s EW holds. Then, as W , V F U by hypothe-b a b b t a
sis,
w4x w xG , V s EW , V s E, V W , Va t b t t b t
F EU F E.a
 w4x . w4xSince V g Q , this contradicts h G , G rE s 1. Thus G / EW , ast b a a a b
w x  .claimed. Consequently W : W l E F 2. Because h G , ErU s 0 andb b a a
2 .W l E G U , O G normalizes W l E whenceb a a b
 2 :W l E 1 G , O G s G . .b a b a a
Therefore W l E s W l E, and the lemma follows.b ay1
 .  .3.9 LEMMA. h G , U s 2.a a
 .  . .  .  .Proof. By Lemmas 3.2 ii and 2.1 iii , h G , Z s 1 F h G , U rZ ,a a a a a
 .  .  .and so h G , U G 2. Suppose h G , U ) 2. Now, by Lemma 3.6 i ,a a a a
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< < 2 <U F G . Thus, as U is elementary abelian, U Q rQ F 2 and U la t a a t t a
. < < < 2X X XQ Q rQ s 2. Hence, as Z g Q , U Q rQ s 2 . Since V g Q ,t a a a a a t t t a
 . <w x < 3  .h G , U ) 2 implies U , V G 2 . Thus from Lemmas 3.2 iii , 3.7, anda a a t
 .2.6
 . <w x < 3 w x w xX X3.9.1 U , V s 2 and Z F V , Q s U , V s U l V .a t a y2 t a y2 a t a t
 .From Lemmas 3.2 iii and 3.5, we deduce that
 . w w4xx3.9.2 U , G F Z .a a a
 . w w4x w4x x3.9.3 G : G l G ) 2.a a t
w w4x w4x x  .Suppose that G : G l G F 2. Combining 3.9.2 , Z F Q anda a t a t
< < 2  w4x . X XU Q rQ s 2 gives G l G Q s U Q . Since Z Q s G anda t t a t t a t a a ta
w xV , Q s Z s Z , we conclude thatt t t b
w4x
Xw4xG rU : C Z F 2, .a a G r U aa a
 w4x .and consequently h G , G rU s 1. Observe that, since W F G , wea a a b t
w x w x w xXalso have U Q s W Q . Thus, using Z , Z s Z , W , V s U , V Fa t b t a a t b t a t
w x  . .U . Calling upon Lemma 3.8 gives W : W l W F 2 and 2.2 i thena b b ay1
w x Ximplies that W : W l W F 2. Since W F G , this then forcesb b aq3 aq3 a
w x 2 w  .x 2X XW : W l Q F 2 and therefore U : C Z F 2 . But thenb b a a U aa
 .  .h G , U F 2, contrary to our supposition that h G , U ) 2, so provinga a a a
 .3.9.3 .
 . w w4x xX3.9.4 G , Z / 1.a a y2
w w4x x w4x XX X XSuppose that G , Z s 1. Then G centralizes Z Z s Za y4a a y2 a a y5 a y3
w4x w4x Ä Äw x X X X Xand therefore G F Q F G . Since G , Z s 1 where Va a y4 a y3 a a y2 a y3
.  . . w w4x w4xX X[ V rZ , the parabolic argument 2.2 ii yields G : G la y3 a y3 a a
x w w4x x w w4x w4x xX XG F 2. Using G , Z s 1 again then gives G : G l G F 2,a y2 a a y2 a a t
 .  .contradicting 3.9.3 . Hence 3.9.4 holds.
 .3.9.5 b s 6.
w w4x x  . w w4x xXIf b ) 6, then G , U s 1 and hence, by 3.9.1 , G , Z s 1,a a a a y2
 .against 3.9.4 . So, by Lemma 3.5, b s 6.
 .3.9.6 Z s Z .aq2 aq4
 .  .  .By 3.9.5 and Lemma 3.2 ii , iii
Z s Z Z s Z Z s Z .aq2 b aq3 t aq3 aq4
 :Put P s G , G and note that, as a consequence ofaq2 aq3 aq3 aq4
 .Lemma 3.7 and 3.9.6 , P is a proper subgroup of G .aq3
 .  w4x :3.9.7 P s G l Q , G .a aq2 aq3 aq4
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w4x  .We show that G l Q g G from which 3.9.7 clearly fol-a aq2 aq3 aq4
w4x  . w4xlows. If G l Q F G , then using 3.9.6 we obtain G l Qa aq2 aq3 aq4 a aq2
w w4x w4x x  .F Q F G , whence G : G l G F 2. This contradicts 3.9.3 andaq4 t a a t
hence Gw4x l Q g G .a aq2 aq3 aq4
 . w x  w4x.3.9.8 U , Q F Z G .a a a
 . w4x .  .Suppose 3.9.8 is false. Then there exists l g D a and a y 1 g D a
ww x x  .such that V , Q , Z / 1. Hence there exists a y 2 g D a y 1 suchay1 a l
 .  .  . w xthat a y 2, l g C. Applying 3.9.1 to a y 2, l gives V , Q Fay1 a
ww x xU and then V , Q , Z s 1, a contradiction. So we conclude thatl ay1 a l
w x  w4x.U , Q F Z G .a a a
 .  w x. wFrom h G , U s 3, we note that h G , U , Q s 2 with U , Q ,a a a a a a a
xQ s Z .a a
 . w w xx w x3.9.9 Z V , U , Q s V , Q .aq4 t a a t aq4
 w x. <w w xx < 2From h G , U , Q s 2 and V g Q , V , U , Q G 2 . Evidentlya a a t a t a a
w w xx w x w w xx  .V , U , Q F U , Q and therefore Z g V , U , Q by 3.9.4 andt a a a a aq4 t a a
 .  .  .3.9.8 . Now 3.9.1 implies 3.9.9
 . w x  3.3.9.10 U , Q rZ ( E 2 .a a a
 .Suppose 3.9.10 is false, and argue for a contradiction. Then we
w x w xw x ww x xhave U , Q s V , Q V , Q and U , Q , Q Faq4 aq4 t aq4 aq3 aq4 aq4 aq4 aq3
w x  .  .  .V , Q . Employing 3.9.6 , 3.9.8 , and 3.9.9 , we see thataq3 aq4
w4x w4xw x w xV , Q , G s Z V , U , Q , Gt aq4 a aq4 t a a a
w4x w4xs Z , G s Z , G F Z s Zaq4 a aq2 a b t
w xF V , Q .t aq4
w4x w x w4xSo we conclude that G normalizes V , Q . Hence G l Q nor-a t aq4 a aq2
w xmalizes V , Q V . Sincet aq4 aq3
w x w x w xU , Q V s V , Q V , Q Vaq4 aq4 aq3 t aq4 aq3 aq4 aq3
w xs V , Q V ,t aq4 aq3
 .using 3.9.7 we infer that
w x w xU , Q V s V , Q V 1 P .aq4 aq4 aq3 t aq4 aq3
Clearly this implies that
w xU , Q V , Q 1 P .aq4 aq4 aq3 aq3
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Now
w x w xU , Q V , Q s U , Q , Q Zaq4 aq4 aq3 aq3 aq4 aq4 aq3 aq3
w x w xs U , Q , Q F V , Q .aq4 aq4 aq3 aq3 aq4
w xSince Z is the largest subgroup of V , Q which is normal in P,aq4 aq3 aq4
this forces
w xU , Q , Q F Z ,aq4 aq4 aq3 aq4
 w x .  .contrary to h G , U , Q rZ / 0. This completes the proof of 3.9.10 .a a a a
w x  .  .  .Set U s U r U , Q . From 3.9.1 , 3.9.6 , and 3.9.9 , we infer thata a a a
U , V s Z s Z F V .a t aq4 aq2 b
w xTherefore U s V V U , Q which then givesa ay1 b a a
w x w x w xU , Q s V , Q V , Q U , Q , Qa a ay1 a b a a a a
w xs V , Q V , Q Z .ay1 a b a a
w x  2 .  .But then U , Q rZ ( E 2 , against 3.9.10 . With this contradiction,a a a
the proof of Lemma 3.9 is complete.
 . w x  3.3.10 LEMMA. V l V s V , Q ( E 2 .b ay1 b a
 . .  w x .Proof. By Lemma 3.9 and 2.1 iii h G , U , Q Z rZ s 0. Hence,a a a a a
 .using Lemma 3.7 and 2.6 ,
3 w xE 2 ( V , Q s V , Q Z s U , Q Z 1 G , . b a b a a a a a a
which yields the lemma.
With Lemma 3.10 to hand we now look at the number of non-central
G -chief factors within W .b b
 .  .3.11 THEOREM. h G , W ) 2.b b
 . .  .  .Proof. By 2.1 iii h G , W G 2. Suppose h G , W s 2 does hold.b b b b
w x w x  w x .So we have W , Q V s U , Q V and h G , W r W , Q V s 1.bb b a b b b b b b b
 i. w xFor i s 1, 2 let G denote the normalizer in G of V , G ; i . Sob a ba b b
1. 2.  1. 2. :  1. :G l G s G and G s G , G . Put X s G , G and Y sab a b a b b a b a b a a b
 2. :G , G .a a b
 .  .  .3.11.1 i Xrcore G is parabolic isomorphic to L 2 ; andX a b 3
 .ii both non-central G -chief factors in W are isomorphic.b b
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First observe that
 1. :V l V 1 G , G s X .b ay1 a a b
 .  .  3.From Lemma 3.2 ii , C V l V - Q and so, as V l V ( E 2G b ay1 a b ay1ab
by Lemma 3.10 and G and G1. act differently upon V l V , we geta a b b ay1
 .  .  .  .XrC V l V ( L 2 and therefore i holds. Turning to ii , supposeX b ay1 3
that the two non-central G -chief factors of W are not isomorphic. Thisb b
2 1. .  2 1. .:forces O G to centralize U rV l V and therefore Q O Gab a b ay1 a a b
 .  2 1. .:centralizes U rV l V . By part i , G F Q , O G which contra-a b ay1 a b a a b
 .  .dicts h G , U rV l V / 0. Thus we have ii holding.a a b ay1
We next examine Y and prove that
 .  2. .3.11.2 O G l Q 1 Y.2 a b a
We begin by noting that
 2. :Z 1 G , G s Y ,a a a b
 2 2. :  .and that Q , O G centralizes Z . Hence, as h G , Z s 1, G ga a b a a a a b
 2 2. .:  . . 2 2. .Q , O G . By 3.11.1 i , O G normalizes U and thus U rZa a b a b a a a
 . w xadmits Y. Now if 3.11.2 is false, consulting the list in Gol and using
 2 2. .:G g Q , O G , we see that Yrcore G must be of class G withab a a b Y a b 2
 . w x w xh G , Q rcore G / 0. Also we have that U , core G F U , Q Fa a Y a b a Y a b a a
w x  .V l V . Suppose that U , core G F Z . Then U rZ is a GF 2 -b ay1 a Y a b a a a
<w x <module for Yrcore G with U rZ , Q s 2. Since Yrcore G is ofY a b a a a Y a b
w x   .class G , Corollary 1; Ch 1 applied to the dual of U rZ as a GF 2 Y-2 a a
. w xmodule forbids such a situation. Therefore U , core G g Z whicha Y a b a
forces
U , core G Z s V l V .a Y a b a b ay1
2.  .This gives the impossible V l V 1 G , so establishing 3.11.2 .b ay1 a b
2. 1.  . .Taking P s G , P s G and P s G we have, by 3.11.1 i ,0 a 1 a b 2 a b
 .   ..  .3.11.2 , V Z G s Z 1 G and G rQ ( L 2 , the hypotheses of1 a b b b b b 3
w xTheorem A of Bo holding. Using this result, we deduce that Q is anÈ b
7 w x extraspecial group of order 2 . Hence W s Q . However W , W s 1 ifb b b b
. w x   ..b ) 6 and W , W s V if b s 6 by Lemma 3.2 iii , so this situation isb b b
untenable. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
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4. b G 8 AND PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Our first result is used several times in this section.
 . w x  2 .  .4.1 LEMMA. Suppose U , V ( E 2 , and let m g D t .a a
 .  :  .i If G , U does not normalize Z , then m, a g C.tm a m
 .  : w x.  .ii If G , U equals G or N G , V , then m, a g C.tm a t G tm tt
 :Proof. Assume that G , U does not normalize Z , and recall thattm a m
w x w xZ s Z F U , Q l U , V .t b a a a t
w x  2 .  w x. w xSince U , V ( E 2 and h G , U r U , Q / 0, this yields U , Q la t a a a a a a
w x  .U , V s Z . Now suppose that m, a f C. Then Z F Q and soa t t m a
w x w xU , Z F U , Q l U , V s Z ,a m a a a t t
 :  .whence G , U normalizes Z contrary to our assumption. Thus itm a m
 .  .holds and, as V rZ ( 3, ii is a consequence of i .t t
 .4.2 LEMMA. b G 8.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.5, it suffices to rule out the possibility that
 .b s 6. So suppose b s 6 holds. From Lemma 3.10 and h G , U s 2, wea a
have
 . w x w x  .  3.4.2.1 U , V F V l V s Q , V s C U ( E 2 witha t aq3 t aq4 t V at
<w x < 2U , V G 2 .a t
 . w x4.2.2 U , V s Z s Z .a t aq2 aq4
 . w xBy Lemma 3.2 iii and b s 6, Z s Z . Now supposing that U , Vaq2 aq4 a t
 ./ Z , we seek a contradiction. Then, using 4.2.1 , this forcesaq2
w x XV l V s U , V Z F U l Q .aq3 t a t aq2 a a
 . .Because Z s Z and G / G , 2.6 iii implies thataq2 aq4 aq2 aq3 aq3 aq4
V l V / V l V . Henceb aq3 aq3 t
V s V l V V l V F U l Q X . . .aq3 b aq3 aq3 t a a
Therefore, as Q normalizes U and Q g Q ,b a b aq2
 Qb :U s V V F Uaq2 aq3 b a
 .and so U s U F Q , which is against Lemma 3.6. So 4.2.2 holds.a aq2 t
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 .  : w x.  .Choose m g D t such that G , U s N G , V . By Lemma 4.1 ii ,tm a G tm tt
 .  .m, a g C. Since h G , U s 2,a a
w xZ s U , V s U , Z F G , V s U , Q .aq4 a t a m tm t m m
 .  . w xNow 4.2.2 applied to m, a gives U , V s Z . This contradictsm b aq4
 w x.h G ,U r U , Q / 0 and so completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.m m m m
 . X4.3 LEMMA. V l V g U .b aq3 a
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. Since b G 8 by Lemma 4.2 this gives
w w4x x w4xX XG , V l V s 1. Thus G centralizes Z Z s Z and hencea b aq3 a aq3 aq5 aq4
w4x  . . w4xX XG F Q F G . Appealing to 2.6 iii and Lemma 3.10 yields G Fa aq4 aq3 a
w w4x x w4xX XG and then G , Z s 1 gives G F Q F G . Henceaq2 aq3 a aq2 a aq2 b
w4x
X XG , V F G , V s V l V F U ,a b baq2 b b aq3 a
 w4x .X X X Xwhich gives the untenable h G , G rU s 0. Therefore V l V g Ua a a b aq3 a
holds.
 .  2 . w x4.4 LEMMA. W Q rQ ( E 2 ( W , V cannot hold.t b b t b
 2 . w x  .Proof. Suppose that W Q rQ ( E 2 ( W , V holds. Then, by 2.6 ,t b b t b
 . w x w xX4.4.1 Z s U , V s W , V .aq2 a b t b
 . w x  2 . w xUsing 2.6 again, W , V ( E 2 implies that W , V l V / 1. Hencet b t b aq3
w x  . w3x .W , V / 1 and so there exists l g D a q 3 and t q 3 g D t sucht aq3
 .  .   4that l, t q 3 g C. So, by Lemma 3.2 iii , Z s Z where t q 2 saq3 tq2
 . w2x ..D t q 3 l D t . Thus
Z s Z Z s Z Z s Zaq2 b aq3 t tq2 tq1
 4  .  ..t q 1 s D t l D t q 2 .
Therefore
 . w x w xX4.4.2 W , V s U , V s Z s Z F V .t b a b aq2 tq1 t
 . w xX XFrom 4.4.2 , we deduce that U s V V . In particular, W , Q s Va t a q1 b b b
w x  . Xand so W , V F V . Also we observe that Z F C U s V l V .b t b aq2 V a a y3 tt
 . w x4.4.3 W , V s Z .b t aq2
 . w x  3.XSuppose 4.4.3 is false. Then, because W , V F V l V ( E 2 ,b t a y3 t
XV l V s W , V Z F V Z F U ,a y3 t b t aq2 b aq2 a
w xagainst Lemma 4.3. Thus W , V s Z .b t aq2
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 .  : w x.XLet m g D b be such that G , U s N G , V . By Lemma 4.1mb a G mb bb
 X.  .  . w xm, a g C. Hence, using 4.4.3 and h G , U s 2, U , V s Z . Also,m m m t aq2
w x  . w xX X Xas Z g Q , Z , U s Z by 4.4.1 . But then Z s Z , U Fm a m a aq2 aq2 m a
w x  w x.G , V whereas h G , U r U , Q / 0, and this establishes the lemma.mb b m m m m
 .  2 . w x  3.4.5 LEMMA. W Q rQ ( E 2 and W , V ( E 2 cannot hold.t b b t b
 2 . w x  3.Proof. Assume that W Q rQ ( E 2 and W , V ( E 2 . We firstt b b t b
w x w xestablish that W , Q F U . If U s V V , then U , Q F V whenceb b a a b ay1 a b b
w xwe obtain W , Q F V F U . So we may suppose that U / V V ; letb b b a a b ay1
F be the normal subgroup of G such that V l V F F F U anda a b ay1 a a
w x w xXF :V l V s 2. Then F V s U , Z V is normalized by P [a b ay1 a b a a b
 : <w x <XG , W . Now P cannot normalize Z else we obtain Z , U F 2,ab t a a a
 .X Xagainst h G , U s 2. On the other hand P normalizing V l Va a b ay1
forces
V l V s V , W s V l V ,b ay1 b t b aq3
which yields the untenable Z F V l V F Q X . Therefore P s G anda b aq3 a b
w xconsequently, as U : F V s 2,a a b
W , Q F F V F U .b b a b a
Thus
Xw xV l V s W , V F W , Q F U ,b aq3 t b t t a
 2 .contrary to Lemma 4.3 and so we conclude that W Q rQ ( E 2 andt b b
w x  3.W , V ( E 2 cannot occur.t b
 .  .4.6 LEMMA. If W Q rQ ( E 2 , then U s V V .t b b a b ay1
< < w x w xXProof. From W Q rQ s 2 clearly we have U , V s W , V (t b b a b t b
 2 .E 2 . So, in view of Lemma 4.1, we may assume a is chosen so as
 .  :X4.6.1 G , U s G .ab a b
Assuming U / V V we aim to derive a contradiction. Let F be sucha b ay1 a
w xthat F 1 G with V l V F F F U and F : V l V s 2. Bya a b ay1 a a a b ay1
 .4.6.1 , we have
 . w x  :X X4.6.2 F V s U , Z V 1 G , U s G .a b a a b a b a b
w x w xw x  .Because F V , Q s F , Q V , Q F V l V , 4.6.2 and V rZ (a b b a b b b b ay1 b b
w x3 imply that F V , Q F Z .a b b b
 .4.6.3 F V rZ ( 3 [ 1.a b b
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 . .Now F V rZ is a 4-dimensional GF 2 G rQ -module and, sincea b b b b
 .  .w x  . .  .X XC U s V l V U , Z has index 2 in F V , 2.8 ii yields 4.6.3 .F V a b aq3 a a a ba b
 2 ..  Ga:Set Y s C O G and M s Y .b F V b a ba b
 .  .4.6.4 h G , M s 2.a a
 . w x w xIf 4.6.4 is false, then Y Z 1 G and therefore Y , Q s Y Z , Qb a a b a b a a
w x  .   ..1 G with Y , Q F Z . Hence, using Lemma 3.2 ii , Y F V Z Q sa b a b b 1 a
Z . But then Z s Y which is impossible.a a b
 .4.6.5 M F G and M g Q .a t a t
w  .xXClearly M F U F G . If M F Q holds, then M : C Z F 2,a a t a t a M aa
 .against 4.6.4 . So M g Q .a t
Observe that
w xM , W l Q F Z l W s Z s Za t a a t b t
< <and hence, using W Q rQ s 2,t b b
2W rZ : C M F 2 . .t t W r Z at t
 .  .Therefore, by 4.6.5 , h G , W F 2, contradicting Theorem 3.11, so estab-t t
lishing the lemma.
 .  .4.7 LEMMA. W Q rQ ( E 2 cannot hold.t b b
 .Proof. Suppose W Q rQ ( E 2 holds. Then U s V V by Lemmat b b a b ay1
w x w x  .X4.6 and hence V , U F V . Thus V , U F C U s V l V . Alsot a b t a V a b aq3bw x w xXwe have that V , U F V , G s V l V .b a b baq2 b aq3
 . w x w xX4.7.1 V , U s V , U .t a b a
w x w x <w x < 2 <w x <X XIf V , U / V , U , then, as V , U G 2 F V , U , we obtaint a b a t a b a
X Xw xV l V s V , U V , U F Ub aq3 b a t a a
w x w xX Xwhich is not possible by Lemma 4.3. Thus V , U s V , U .t a b a
w x  2 .  .  .Appealing to Lemma 4.1, as U , V ( E 2 by 4.7.1 , yields a m g D ta t
 : w x.  . w xsuch that G , U s N G , V and m, a g C. Since Z , U (tm a G tm t m at
 2 .  .  .E 2 and 4.7.1 also holds for m, a ,
w xV , U s V , U s Z , U F G , V .b m t a m a tm t
 w x.  .But this contradicts h G , U r U , Q / 0 and so W Q rQ ( E 2 can-m m m m t b b
not pertain.
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The combined effect of Lemmas 4.4]4.7 is to show that W F Q whicht b
 .clearly contradicts Lemma 3.6 ii . This is the desired contradiction, and
thus the proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete.
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